


HELLO THERE…

We wanted to start the way all conversations should… with a big HELLO.   

And while this is just the conversation to start a conversation, we thought it would be a bit 
important to share our excitement about Wasatch Peak Ranch… aka The Ranch, why we’re 
stoked on the opportunity, and a tidbit about who we are.   

So, hopefully the snow is falling, and you’re snug near a fireplace where you can take a flip 
through this little ‘intent to submit’ piece…  

Thanks and talk soon,  

Your CLUTCH Crew… 



LET’S CHAT ‘THE RANCH’



TO BE ‘IN’

The first statement to make is that we’re very much interested and stoked on 
the opportunity to be a part of this pitch.  So, YES, it is our intent to submit a 
proposal… and hopefully keep moving along so that we’re able to share with 
our learnings, thinking, and ideas for how we can help The Ranch elevate its 
story and create a deep connection with potential members. 

WE WANT 



COMMUNITY

To us, as we delve deeper into the story of The Ranch, we realized it’s more than just a 
col lection of winter and summer amenit ies/activit ies/excursions… but rather, it ’s a 
community of shared love for the outdoors.  A new way of living.  A new way of exploring.  
A new way to connect with the things that are important to you. This is what excites us… 
the opportunity to really hone in on a story of how people connect across The Ranch.  

PART OF A 



IS NOW A COMMODITY

It might sound a bit strange, but luxury, and the emotional and physical components tied to it 
have become commoditized.  Even the word has become something of a blanket statement.  

Luxury is now an open invitation to something that is just expensive.  While in its truest form, 
luxury is meant to be exclusion from what others may not be able to be a part of.  When we 
worked with Park Hyatt to disrupt their market and re-establish their hotels as luxury 
experiences for their distinguished guests, it gave us a greater understanding of not just what 
luxury was, but what it meant to people and how the hotel itself could cater to those distinct 
luxury desires/needs.   

We see a similar opportunity with The Ranch.  

LUXURY



IS WHY YOU MATTER
YOUR ‘WHY’

Great brands begin with a great ‘WHY’.  It’s as simple as that.   

Apple - Creative Tools for Creative Minds.     
Park Hyatt - Enlightening Experiences for Distinguished Individuals.   
Jack Daniel’s - The Bond of Brotherhood. 

Why?  Because your ‘WHY’ is your story.  It cannot be duplicated… and it is the story that people 
become emotionally attracted to.   

WHAT you make/have/sell/do and HOW you are perceived can be mimicked till the cows come 
home.  You are a multi-seasonal luxury experience for a distinguished guest  While absolutely 
wonderful, you have competitors that offer very similar ‘WHATs’…  

So, what can truly set you apart?  What distinguishes you so that someone will look past the other 
clubs/resorts?  What will make someone proud to talk about their membership at The Ranch?   

We want to help you hone in on your WHY story… and from there, start to craft all the HOWs, 
WHATs, where’s, who’s, and when’s that will bring to life that simple existence statement.    



GET DEEP INTO ARE
SO, WHAT WE’LL 

WHY will people connect 
with The Ranch on an 

emotional level? 

How are we unique from 
all of our competitors 
beyond just WHAT we 
offer our members?  

What ‘brand behaviors’ can we 
create that will truly exemplify 

who we are and the role we 
play in our member’s lives?

3 QUESTIONS…



A BIT ABOUT CLUTCH…



BUILDING ICONIC BRANDS
20+ YEARS Over the past 20 years, we’ve worked across categories to build iconic brands  

that people seek to engage with.  From Park Hyatt, Jack Daniel’s, New Balance, Infiniti, 
Big Boy Restaurants… each brand has a unique story to tell, all starting with their WHY. 



WHY WE EXIST



We seek to help everyone around us to… 



A NEW KIND OF AGENCY  
FOR A CHANGING WORLD
We’re smack-dab in the midst of a Marketing, Advertising, and 
Branding revolution… one that is hugely influenced by changing 
consumer behaviors, data and analytics, and a socio-economic 
climate that is pushing people to expect more from a brand. 
With this in mind, we created CLUTCH to take on this rapidly 
changing world… revolting against the staid ways of being that 
too many agencies are refusing to relinquish.  To us, it’s a new 
way of being, because we are constantly seeing our everyday in 
a new way… So, how do we bring to life this new kind of agency 
for a new kind of world… 



WHAT WHY
What you sell, do, make can be mimicked. And too often 
it’s what marketers push out as their key differentiator…  

But we focus on 'why you exist’… the simple statement 
of your existence… the purpose you have in the world 
today and the role you play in people’s lives.  It can 
never be duplicated. It is core to who you are.   

We work with each of our c l ients to rea l ize and 
establish their 'why'.  From there, the 'why' serves as the 
inspiration and the litmus for every brand behavior that 
we enact and the strategic plans we build. 



ADS BRAND BEHAVIORS
Brands > Ads… It’s that simple.   

And well, we don’t like to think of ourselves as an ‘ad agency’… 
So, we focus our creativity on developing ways that a brand 
behaves in the world today… from Social, PR, Events, Digital 
E x p e r i e n c e s , A p p s , P r o d u c t D e v e l o p m e n t , I n t e r n a l 
Communicat ions , H i r ing Prac t i ces , Un i for ms , Par tners & 
Collaborators, In-Store Design and Architecture… and yes, Ads.   

To us, the holistic picture of how a brand behaves is why 
someone will love us, remember us, and keep us close no 
matter who else comes along.    



OFF THE RACK BESPOKE
Agencies’ gouging their clients with bountiful staffs in overly 
decorated offices answering calls and doing busy work while 
waiting for the next big project to come around has to end.   

We bel ieve in being nimble and scrappy. No BS.  No 
over s ta f f i ng . No out l and i sh p roduct ions . No mass i ve 
retainers. No over-promising and under-delivering. No more. 

Therefore we’ve created a Bespoke business model… one 
that builds teams around individual client and project needs.  
Crafting specific skill sets to ensure that you have the top 
talent taking on your project, rather than putting whomever 
is available on a job.  



YES SIR POKE THE BEAR
We are not yes men. We will never try and tell you what we 
think you want to hear. We will tell you exactly what we 
think. We will be provocative. We will poke the bear.    

That’s what you’re hiring us for. To push you. To encourage 
you when we think you need to go… and hold you back 
when we think you’re heading down the wrong direction.   

I t ’s a n e w w a y o f t h i n k i n g a b o u t a c l i e n t - a g e n c y 
relationship… more of a consultancy, but with skin in the 
game.  But that’s why our clients love us… because we’re 
straight with them and constantly seek to elevate them and 
their business.  



PROVOCATION

Bring all those tenets of a new kind of agency together, and you get our core way of being… 

We call it PROVOCATION.  

PROVOCATION is the the practice of provoking everyone to see their everyday in a new way. 
We do this by challenging category and cultural conventions. Asking  the difficult questions 
most are scared to put out there. Being the consummate data interpreting, creative fueled, 
thought-provoking instigators our partners deserve and today's marketplace demands.   

PROVOCATION comes alive in every aspect of our business… in fact, it’s core to who we are.  
From how we approach our everyday personally… to our hiring and staffing… the Workshop 
that we call home… and to what we provide to our client partners.   

So, if you have an inkling to see your everyday in a new way, we look forward to getting  into 
it with you.  #



WHAT WE DO



1

STRATEGIZE CREATE PRODUCE CONNECT

2 3 4

If it’s not gorgeous, nobody’s gonna pay 
attention to it.  Well, at least that’s what we’ve 
come to realize and believe after decades of 
experience.  So, it’s our job to shoot, edit, and 
produce the most incredible assets that your 
brand most definitely deserves.  

We make pretty things that people get all 
excited about and want to make part of thier 
lives.  It begins with a bombastic idea, then we 
get into the down-and-dirty, nitty-gritty of 
designing your story so that you can run around 
all proud of what you created.  

We start with ‘why you exist’… then we’ll get 
into how you tell your unique and definitive 
story, to whom, when, and where it will be 
most impactful.  Everything we do starts with 
strategy… because smart sells.   

So, now you have a super smart strategy and 
gorgeous assets, but you’ve got to get your 
story in front of the right people at the right 
time… But it’s not just about buying media, it’s 
about developing a fully extendable brand 
behavior plan that truly connects with people.  



WHO WE WORK WITH





ONWARD

Well, it was probably a bit more than you asked for at this stage of the game… but in all honesty, 
we like to push the limits a bit… and well, we wanted you to get a little bit of knowledge about 
who you might be working with.   

We said it earlier, but we’ll say it again very pointed… WE INTEND TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL.  

Again, thank you for the opportunity to share our thinking with you, and we’re really looking 
forward to December 6th… and the weeks leading up to that date. 

Lots more to come…  

Your CLUTCH Crew… 




